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Traditional Ownership of the Awabakal Language 

The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association Inc., does not claim “ownership” or 
“copyright” of the Awabakal language itself. The Awabakal language belongs to the 
traditional Awabakal people and any of its descendents. The Awabakal language also belongs 
to Awabakal country, and in the understanding of Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource 
Association, it is the Aboriginal language that is most apt and appropriate to be spoken within 
the boundaries of traditional Awabakal country. 

 

We at the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association, ask you all to honour this language, 
and, should you study it, that you use it in a respectful manner and that you do not exploit the 
language—its words, phrases, sentences, grammar or idioms—for the purposes of a 
commercial gimmick alone. We ask any of you, who may wish to name any object, place or 
organisation including amateur groups such as sporting, theatre or other community groups 
and non-profit organisational events such as charity drives and whatever else, that you 
observe protocols and first contact the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association for advice 
on whether it is fitting do so, and also to ensure that the Awabakal expression desired is the 
most grammatically, lexically and idiomatically apt expression insofar as can be reasonably 
determined at the time of the proposed naming. 

 

The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association invites all Aboriginal people living in 
Awabakal country to become familiar with and attempt to learn or at least use some fragments 
of the Awabakal language to preserve its unique culture and reanimate its rhythm and melody 
to ring through Awabakal country (Parai Awabakalkoba) once again. 

 

It may interest the reader to explain why the language, its people and culture is written 
‘Awabakal’ but the organisation spells the word ‘Arwarbukarl’. The spelling in the corporate 
name derives from an early attempt to standardise a spelling system for the language, which 
was subsequently superseded by the one used herein. Nonetheless, it seemed appropriate to  
distinguish the name for the language, its people and culture and the corporate name for the 
organisation. 
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Wontakalowa: Nupaliyan Palii Awabakalkoba 

This heading says, “Greetings all, Teach Yourself Awabakal Language.”1 

 

First Words 

This booklet is the first volume in a series with the aim to allow people to study a course in  
the Awabakal language from the convenience of their own home. This volume is an 
introductory work designed more to give you a “taste” for the language, than to bring you up 
to any kind of “testable” standard. Nonetheless, the two lessons set out in this booklet provide 
valuable information and instruction in the particular parts of Awabakal speech covered, and 
does so at a level that presumes no previous experience with learning a language other than 
English or familiarity with grammatical terminology. That is to say, we have dispensed with 
almost all technical terms, preferring instead to use labels in plain English that describe the 
part of speech being talked about. 

 

Firstly, let us discuss ‘Awabakal’ itself and what it represents. The word ‘Awaba’ is 
essentially the traditional name for what we now call Lake Macquarie. It is interesting how 
the name works. The first part awa is part of a word meaning “to smooth out flat with the 
hand”, which suggests that the meaning of awa is “a flat surface with movement”, and what, 
after all, is a lake other than a flat surface with movement? To the word-root awa the ending 
ba is attached, and in Awabakal, the ending ba, among other things, indicates a place name. 
For example, if nikin is the word for coal, then nikinba means “The place of coal”: which is 
the traditional name for part of the foreshore of Lake Macquarie on which coal could be found 
lying about on the ground. So, Awaba conveys “the place of the flat surface with movement” 
and came to be the name of Lake Macquarie in traditional times (the next chapter has some 
more information about this word). 

 

The people who spoke the language in this booklet, lived around Newcastle and the mouth of 
the Hunter River, around Lake Macquarie, and up the lower Hunter Valley to somewhere just 
beyond or around Maitland. The main clan groupings that we know about around Lake 
Macquarie (Awaba) are; the Kuranbang (Cooranbong), the Five Islands Clan, a clan which 
may have been known as Baataabaa (around Belmont), Kapara (Mt Sugarloaf) and 
Pambalong (Hexham Wetlands area). Linguistically speaking, Awabakal is related to  other 
nearby languages, from Port Stephens to the northern shore of Botany Bay. For example, 
consider the language known as Geawagal (somewhere north from Dungog). Not e that this 
language has been named (by Europeans) after the negative word of the language. It can 
easily be seen that it is, when translated into Awabakal alphabet and pronunciation, the same 
as Keyawakal, where keyawai is the word “no” and kal means “man of”. 

 

So, what we are looking at here is the local variety of a broader language group, but one 
whose people stood out on their own as a particular societal grouping more closely integrated 
among its five clans than with the other surrounding populations. It was John Fraser, in  his 
Publication An Australian Language (1892), who coined the name Awabakal literally 
expressing “Man of Awaba” but used to name the people, language and customs/culture of 
the local area. 

 

 

1 Literally wontakalowa means “by which way have travelled?”, but the expression “which way” is common in 

Aboriginal English as a greeting (following the patterns in Aboriginal languages); as a greeting it is not a question. 
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Pattern of This Booklet 

This booklet is made up of three basic divisions. The first part is an illustration intended more 
for the sake of interest and to show the language in some of its glory. The first chapter, 
“Getting Started”, contains a mock conversation between two people who meet for the f irst 
time and begin inquiring into each other’s background, home-country, family and so forth. In  
the course of this conversation there are sentence that are much harder than anyone could 
expect to learn as a raw beginner. 

However, it has two attractions. (i) It reveals some of the ways in which Awabakal is an 
elegant language full of rich means of expression (and we explore only a tiny sample of the 
overall possibilities). (ii) It contains greetings and farewells, and some ways to talk about 
home-country origins and also family relations. If you persevere with the f irst chapter, you 
will be able, at least, to begin to use some Awabakal expressions in your everyday lives. 

 

The two remaining chapter are called “Lessons” because they can be worked through as 
lessons, and each contains an exercise that you can attempt and then check your attempt 
against an answer sheet provided at the back of the booklet. 

 

This booklet is purposely short, as it is designed only to give you a feel for the language, and 
so that you can easily complete it in a short space of time. It is designed mainly with adults in  
mind but so that, say, a twelve year old should be able to work through it and achieve 
encouraging results. Of course, younger children with adult assistance can also benefit f rom 
it. 

 

One thing that does need to be examined briefly before we begin is the spelling and 
pronunciation system. There is no “right” or “wrong” way to pronounce written words, if  
there were, then the spellings in Australian, New Zealand and British English would all have 
to be different! The spelling system used in this booklet has been chosen, after consultation 
with representatives in the community, to possess a simple and consistent method of writing 
the language with simple rules for pronunciation, and without attempting to assume too 
quickly that we can solve the problems left to us by the past. For example, it is said that 
Aboriginal languages only have the vowels A, I, U. But we use all five vowels for Awabakal, 
because it was not possible to ascertain for each word whether a written ‘o’ should be an ‘u’ 
or an ‘a’, and because it remains possible that the Awabakal people had a secondary “round” 
vowel in addition to the ‘u’ (note, ‘u’ always sounds as it does in ‘put’). 

 

The basic “Guide to Pronunciation”, which lines the letters of the Awabakal alphabet up with 
English approximate rhymes and similarities, can be found on the inside front cover of this 
booklet. 
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The Special Sounds in Awabakal 

The Pronunciation Guide on the inside front cover is a rough guide for quick reminders. It’s 
time now to explain some of the sounds in more details. 

The Tongue Sounds: n, t, l 

The Pronunciation guide says, for these letters, that they are similar to how the ‘n’ sounds in  
‘onion’ the ‘t’ in ‘tune’ and the ‘l’ in ‘value’. But in English we use the tip  of the tongue to  
make these sounds ‘n’, ‘t’ or ‘l’.  

In Awabakal, the sounds were much more probably made by placing the flat blade  of the 
tongue (its top) against the roof of the mouth. There are no such sounds in English, and it will 
take time to practise this way of pronouncing ‘n’, ‘t’ and ‘l’. 

The ‘n’ and ‘l’ won’t sound much different made either with the tip of the tongue or the flat 
blade, but here’s a clue for the ‘t’. You want to get it to sound a little bit like the ‘ch’ in 
‘choose’ but not too much that way. 

The sound of ‘ng’ 

This is not an easy sound to make because it occurs in English: just like ‘sing’ and ‘singing’. 
It is never like ‘longer’ where we hear a ‘g’ sound (thus it should be really ‘long-ger’). So the 
word for “older brother” is bingai not ‘bing-gai’. 

But, ng also begins many words in Awabakal, and that makes it tricky for speakers of 
English. 

There is a “singing” game that can help you to start words with ‘ng’. We start with the word 
‘singer’. Now, hold the middle ‘ng’ sound, that is, hum it and keep the sound going for a 
number of seconds before finishing the word. 

Sing-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-er 

The hyphens are there only to help identify the couplet as ‘ng’ rather than ‘gn’, but the sound 
is intended to be continuous. 

Singngngngngngngngngngnger 

Now, after practising this for a while, or a few times through, do it again, and this time, make 
an effort to emphasise that final ‘ng’ before the ‘er’. That is,  

Singngngngngngngngngngnger 

What this does is to prepare you to begin a word with this sound. You must train your mouth 
to utter it; but you must also train your ears to hear this sound. Next is a method that can help 
your ears learn to recognise this sound in your mind, and so have a better chance of 
pronouncing it even at the beginning of words. 

The vowel sounds of ‘ai’, ‘ei’ and ‘au’ 

With these, you must first remember the correct sound of the single letters. 

a (like ‘cut’),  

i (like ‘pit’),  

e (like ‘air’) and 

u (like ‘bull’).  
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Then the two sounds a + i or a + u and e + i must be “fused” together into one vowel. It is 
impossible to show in writing, but try this. 

Think of the Awabakal sound of a and then, using this, pronounce ‘eye’ (ai); 

Think of the Awabakal sound of e and then, using this, pronounce ‘way’ as if written ‘wey’ 
(wei) 

The au is harder: first try kawul as two distinct syllables (ka-wul) in the Awabakal way for a  
and u; then fuse it into one short syllable kaul. There’s no such word, but it will give you an 
idea. 

Here are some words to practice these sounds. 

Wonai  ̀  “child” 

Kokei  “bark basket” 

Kauwal “big”; “many” 
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Hello and Farewell 

To call to someone at some distance you can say Kaayi which is the Awabakal pronunciation 
of the well known “Cooee”. 

Hello:  To greet someone that you meet use Wontakalowa  (as in  the f irst 
heading in the last section). This is how it works. 

Wontakalowa 
wonta +kal +owa 
where +belong:time-&-place +by:which:means-or-route 
“Which way” 

This expression, “Which way” is a very common form of greeting within and between 
Aboriginal communities in Queensland and NSW, and has been chosen as the “standard” 
greeting. 

When used as a greeting it is not a question; when it is used as a question, it asks for the route 
or means by which someone has travelled to arrive at a place. 

 

Goodbye: To say farewell to people, the word is nginowa (revise Special Sounds of 
Awabakal, if still unsure how to say words beginning with ng. 
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This and That; Here, There and the Other Place 

In this section, very simple Awabakal sentences are examined. These sentences just talk about 
where certain things are in relation to the speaker and the one spoken to (the one spoken to is 
called the ADDRESSEE). 

Table 1: Pointer-words 

ani this-thing next to the speaker 

antowa that-thing next to the addressee 

anowa that-over-there in the immediate vicinity of the speaker and 
addressee 

anang thing-at-that-place away from the speaker, addressee and 
location of dialogue 

Let me explain what POINTER-WORDS are. In English we have just ‘this’ and ‘that’; words 
such as ‘this’ or ‘that’ are called POINTER-WORDS in this book. In Awabakal,  there are four 
words to chose from. Table-1 shows their different meanings 

Word order is not very important in Awabakal—at least not as much as in English. For 
instance, Example-1 and Example-2 have the same meaning, and are both proper, normal 
sentences in Awabakal. 

1) Ani warikal 

|ani   |warikal 
|this:near:me |tame:male:dog 
“This is a dog” (equally “Here’s a dog”, “Here’s the dog”, etc.) 

2) Warikal ani 

|warikal   |ani 
|tame:male:dog  |this:near:me 
“This is a dog” 

3) Antowa warikal 

|antowa  |warikal 
|that:near:you |tame:male:dog 
“That is a dog” 

4) Anowa warikal 

|anowa   |warikal 
|that:over:there |tame:male:dog 
“There is a dog” (equally, “That is a dog”, “There’s a dog over there”, etc.) 

5) Wonta anang warikal? 
|wonta  |anang   |warikal 
|where  |thing:at:that:place |tame:male:dog 
“Where is that dog?” (equally, “Where’s the dog?”) 

TIP 
A NOUN is a word that names something. 

An ADJECTIVE is a word that describes a feature of something we are talking about. 

The following two examples (6 & 7) are found in the records of Awabakal speech collected 
by the Reverend Lancelot E. Threlkeld and published in An Australian Grammar  (1834). In  
Example-6 antowa is a pointer-word, marowan is an adjective and warikal is a noun. 
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6) Wiya, antowa marowan warikal? 
|wiya |antowa  marowan |warikal 
|say |that:near:you |tame  |tame:male:dog 
“Say, is that a tame dog?” 

7) Ngaba, ani marowan warikal 
|ngaba |ani   |marowan |warikal 
|yes |this:near:me  |tame  |tame:male:dog 
“Yes, it’s a tame dog”. 

Although we have the English word ‘tame’ twice in both these sentences, warikal means 
‘tame’ in the sense of not a wild dog, but a domesticated dog, but marowan means ‘tame’ in  
the sense of a well-behaved dog that doesn’t bite, but remains calm around people. 

*  *  * 

• Notice that Awabakal is not a language that needs a word like “is” to make a string of 
words into a sentence. In English, ‘That dog’ is a phrase not a sentence, but in 
Awabakal anowa warikal is a sentence (though it can also be a phrase in  a larger 
sentence). 

TIP 
A VERB is a word that describes an action, or a condition like “being” or “believing” and so 
on. 

Let’s look at a sentence that uses a VERB. 

8) Anowa warikal kataan koran 
|anowa   |warikal  |mara+an |koran 
|that:over:there |tame:male:dog |be/stay+now |quiet 
“That dog is quiet” 

The word kataan is a verb. In Awabakal verbs are built up from a VERB-BASE and some 
number of suffixes. Verb-bases don’t get used by themselves. So warikal mara is not a proper 
sentence because *ka is only a verb-base and not a complete verb. A verb must have a word-
ending—called a SUFFIX—to make it complete. The suffix -taan marks the verb kataan to be 
in the PRESENT TENSE telling us that the running is happening now at the time of speaking. 

Table 2: Verb-Bases and the Present Tense 

VERB-BASE English PRESENT 

TENSE 

SUFFIX 

COMPLETE 

VERB 
English 

*mara run 
-an 

maraan runs 

*wiya speak wiyaan speaks 

*ta eat 
-taan 

tataan eats 

*na see nataan sees 

NOTE 
Note that 2-syllable verb-bases (*mara, *wiya) just have -an as the 

suffix but 1-syllable verb-bases (*na, *ta) have -taan 

It was noted (in bold above the box defining ‘Verbs’) that Awabakal doesn’t need the verb 
“is” to make a proper sentence. But it does have this verb, and it can be used to make a  more 
definite statement about something happening at a particular time. 
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9) Wonai biriki kataan 
|wonai  |biriki  |ka+taan 
|child  |asleep |be/stay+now 
“The child is asleep” 

In the way that we might say in English “It’s a tiny tiny bug” (more formally ‘It’s a very tiny 
bug’), Awabakal just doubles the adjective, as can be seen by comparing Examples -10 and 
11. 

10) Anowa tunung kauwal 

|anowa   |tunung|kauwal 
|that:over:there |rock  |large 
“That is a large rock” 

11) Anowa tunung kauwal kauwal 

|anowa   |tunung|kauwal kauwal 
|that:over:there |rock  |large large 
“That is a very large rock” or “That is a huge rock” 

If there are two features we wish to describe of the same object then it is useful to  split the 
different adjectives between the noun and pointer-word. 

12) Anowa woka tunung kauwal kauwal 
|anowa   |woka  |tunung|kauwal kauwal 
|that:over:there |upwards |rock  |large large 
“That up there is a very large rock” 

13) Ani koolai balkakaring kataan 

|ani  |koolai  |balka+karing   |ka+taan 
|this:near:me |tree  |mountain+throughout |be+now 
“This sort of tree can be found throughout the mountains” 

 

More Sentences 

14) Parai antakalong kataan 

|parai  |anta+kalong  |ka+taan 
|country  |that:place+distant |be+now 
“That country is a long way away” 

15) Kataan nakang koolai marang 

|ka+taan |nakang |koolai  |marang 
be+now  |native:bee |tree  |inside 
“The native bee lives inside trees” 

16) Anowa warikal wilang wubeya 

|anowa   |warikal  |wilang |wubei+a 
|that:over:there |tame:male:dog |behind |put+PAST 
“The dog has been left behind” 

17) Yulota baraa yirar malangta 

|yulo+ta  |baraa |yirar |malang+ta 
|sole+it:is |down |leaf |next:to+it:is 
“[Look] there is a footprint down there near a leaf” 
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Extra Notes 

• In Example-14, “country” (parai) has the sense of ‘traditional homeland’ rather than 
nation or landmass. 

• Be careful not to confuse marang, “inside”, (Example-15) with malang,  “next:to”, 
(Example-17). 

• Note that Example-16 implies that the dog was intentionally left at a place, not that it 
lagged behind. For though wilang equally means “lags behind” (and even “follows”), 
the verb-base *wubei has the sense of ‘intentionally places’. 

• Example-17: The word for the sole of the foot is yulo, and, when combined with the 
ending -ta, it means “footprint” or “tracks”. The same ending -ta, attached to 
malang, reinforces that what is near the leaf is the footprint being spoken about, 
rather than a leaf being near a footprint: this feature is called AGREEMENT. 
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Exercise One: Where is it? 

A. By drawing in connecting lines, match up the Awabakal pointer-word with the relation 

written in English. 

 

Awabakal  English 

anang  this place here 

ani  that next to you 

anta  that over there 

anti  that place 

anowa  the thing at that place 

antowa  this next to me 

 

B. Fill in the missing English words from the gaps in the third lines of the following 

Awabakal sentences. If you feel up to it, fill out the last line with a natural English sentence 
that translates the whole. [HINT: use the Example-sentences of the preceding chapter, as well 
as the preceding word-list, to work out the following exercises.] 

18) Warikal antakaring kataan 

warikal  anta   +karing ka+taan 

tame:male:dog………………………….+throughout be+now 

 

“…………………………………………………………” 

 

19) Kore anowa kauwal 

kore anowa   kauwal 

man that:over:there …………. 

 

“…………………………………………………………” 
 

20) Balka bulwaara kataan 

balka  bulwaara  ka+taan 

………….. lofty  …..+now 

 

“…………………………………………………………” 

 

21) Kore baraakalong 

kore baraa+kalong 

man ……. +distant 

 

“…………………………………………………………” 
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C. In the following, provide, in the spaces set out by dotted lines, the English equivalents f or 

the Awabakal expressions on the left. 

 

(i) Tunung woka  ………………………………………………………… 

 

(ii) Koolai kirai kirai  ………..………………………………………………… 

 

(iii) Kore anti kauwal kauwal 

 

………………………………………………………............................................... 

 

 

(iv) Wonta antowa baraa warikal kataan? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………............. 
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Simple Action Sentences 

In the last section about ‘this and ‘that’, none of the sentences spoke about actions or people 
doing anything. In order to say that something is doing something, a suffix must be added to 
the noun naming the doer. The suffix depends on how the noun ends.  

• A noun that does not have any suffixes attached is called a STEM 

 

Type 1 stems: Doer-suffix rule for words of any number of syllables 
ending with either ‘-l’ or ‘-r’ 

examples suffix doer-word English 

ngapaal +u ngapaalu woman+do 

piriwal +u piriwalu chieftain+do 

warikal +u warikalu dog+do 

It is quite common for the thing to which something happens to occur before the thing doing 
the action, and also for the verb to come last; but any word order is possible and legitimate. 

22) Kore ngapaalu nakala 

|kore |ngapaal+u |na +kala 
|man |woman+do |see+PAST 
“The woman saw the man” 

23) Warikalu maraan karakai 

|warikal+u  |mara+an |karakai 
|tame:male:dog+do |run+now |quick 
“The dog runs quickly” 

 

Type 2 stems: Doer-suffix rule for words of 3 syllables ending with ‘-ra’, ‘-
re’ or ‘ro’ 

examples suffix doer-word English 

matara +u mataru hand+do 

kokere +u kokeru shelter+do 

makoro +u makoru fish+do 

 

24) Makoru karkaa kinan marang 
|makor(o)+u |karka+a |kinan |marang 
|fish+do  |jump+PAST |net |inside 
“A fish jumped right into the net” 

25) Mataru ubala maantiliko yaaro 

|matar(a)+u |uba+la |maan+tiliko |yaaro 
|hand+do |use+IMP |take+to:do |egg 
“Use your hand to get the egg” 

• The verb suffix +la in |uba+la is the IMPERATIVE SUFFIX and is used when telling 
someone to do what is expressed by the verb-base: here *uba = “use”. 
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Type 3 stems: Doer-suffix for words ending ‘-ng’, ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘o’ unless, it is a 

3-syllable word as for table 2 

examples suffix doer-word English 

nukang +ku nukangku woman+do 

biraba +ku birabaku shelfish+do 

kore +ku koreku man+do 

mowane +ku mowaneku kangaroo+do 

 

26) Nakala ngapaal koreku 

|na+kala  |ngapaal |kore+ku 
|see+PAST |woman |man+do 
“The man saw the woman” 

27) Birabaku mitang yulowemowamba 
|biraba+ku |mitang |yulo+emowamba 
|shellfish+do |cut:wound |sole+mine 
“The shellfish cut my foot” 

 

Type 4 stems: Doer-suffix for words ending ‘-n’, ‘i’, ‘ai’, ‘ei’ 

examples suffix doer-word English 

tibin +tu tibintu bird+do 

wonai +tu wonaitu child+do 

torii +tu toriitu creek+do 

 

28) Tankaantu waita koolabawil uwaa 

|tankaan+tu |waita  |koolaba+wil  |uwa+a 
|mother+do |depart |fish:with:line+so:as |move+PAST 
“Mother has departed so as to go fishing” 

The suffix +wil is used to indicate that something is done for a purpose. 

29) Waita bingaitu wilangbo yareyata 

|waita |bingai+tu  |wilang+bo |yareya+ta 
|depart |elder:brother+do |“return” |evening+it:is 
“Big brother returns this evening”2 

 

• In Awabakal, the pointer-words ani, antowa and anowa examined in the previous 
section, can only refer to things that aren’t spoken of as doing something. To do this, 
one must use different words. 

 

2 Note that, in traditional times, if “big brother” (bingai) is to travel at night, it is implicit that he is a 

fully initiated man, for only these would brave the evils of night-time cross-country travel.  
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Table of Inactive beside Active Pointer-Words 

inactive English active English comment 

ani this:near:me ngali this:active:near:me 
The active forms are 
used when the 

referent is an active 

participant in 

something 

antowa that:near:you ngalowa that:active:near:you 

anowa that:over:there ngala that:active:over:there 

anang thing:at:that:place NULL NO COUNTERPART 

 

30) Ngali koreku piriwal wiyaa 

|ngali   |kore+ku |piriwal |wiya+a 
| this:active:near:me |man+do |chief  |speak+PAST 
“This man told the chief” 

31) Ngalowa kekalkei tibintu wiyeliko 

|ngalowa  |kekal+kei |tibin+tu |wiya+liko 
| that:active:near:you |sweet+habit |bird+do |speak+to:be 
“That bird you’ve got there sings sweetly” 

32) Ngala kikoyitu kaarawil 
|ngala   |kikoyi+tu  |kaara+wil 
| that:active:over:there |spotted:quoll+do |seek:out+so:as:to 
“That spotted quoll over there is on to something” 

Some Interesting Examples 

As well as having to add a suffix to nouns to speak of them as acting, we need sometimes to  
change the verbs to specify different kinds of actions. 

In Example-33, the verb is nataan with the simple present tense suffix. But, in Example -34, 
we first add the CAUSATIVE suffix -ma- to the verb-base *na, and add a present tense to -ma-. 
The result is that namaan now means something closer to “watches”. 

 

33) Balbang warikalu nataan 
|balbang  |warikal+u |na+taan 
|wallaby  |dog+do |see+now 
“The dog sees a wallaby” 

34) Balbang warikalu namaan 
|balbang |warikal+u |na+ma+an 
|wallaby  |dog+do |see+cause+now 
“The dog watches the wallaby” 

To make the action, not just in the present, but described as an on-going process, we change 
verb by adding liin, is similar to the English ending -ing, as in verbs like ‘is running’; 

35) Balbang warikalu maraliin 

|balbang |warikal+u |mara+liin 
|wallaby  |dog+do |run+ing 
“The dog is (now) chasing the wallaby” 

To say that the dog has not caught the wallaby, we do as follows. 
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36) Warikalu balbang koriyen 
|warikal+u |balbang |koriyen 
|dog+do  |wallaby |without 
“The dog does not have the wallaby” 

Note that, even though the dog has not caught the wallaby, we have the doer-suffix on the 
stem, warikalu, because although the result was unsuccessful, there was an activity that led to 
it. Koriyen follows the word that is denied, so, ‘balbang warikalu koriyen’ would not make 
much sense.3 Another way to say the same as in Example-36, is given below. 

37) Warikalu balbang keyawai ninmitaan 
|warikal+u |balbang |keyawai |ninmi+taan 
|dog+do  |wallaby |not  |seize+now 
“The dog didn’t catch the wallaby” 

The sequence Balbang keyawai ninmitaan is itself a sentence saying “The wallaby has not 
been caught”, so, we would add warikalu either at the beginning or the end of the sentence in 
Example-8. 

Extra Illustration: To state that the wallaby has out-run the dog, we must add another type of 
suffix to the stem warikal. 

38) Warikalabirang talbaa balbangku 
|warikal+abirang |talba+a |balbang+ku 
|dog+away:from|flee+PAST |wallaby+do 
“The wallaby has got away from the dog” 

 

3 It literally means “The wallaby has no dog-doing-something” which seems unlikely to have any  

proper interpretation. 
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Exercise Two 

A. For the following list of stems on the left, fill out the right hand blanks with the inflection 

of those stems with the doer-suffix added. 

1. Woman, wife 
Nukang    ………………………………………… 

2. Small Kangaroo1 

Binto     ………………………………………… 

3. Small Kangaroo2 

Arantaka    ………………………………………… 

4. Night-time 
Tokoyi     ………………………………………… 

5. Cudgel 
Kotara    ………………………………………… 

6. Sweet, sweetness 
Kekal     ………………………………………… 

7. Wallaroo 
Walaru    ………………………………………… 

8. Child 
Wonai     ………………………………………… 

9. Wedge-tail Eagle 
Birabaan    ………………………………………… 

10. Kangaroo (small female) 
Kokeyirar    ………………………………………… 

 

B. Identifying the active participant. 

For example, reconsider the sentence below (Example-3 in Lesson Two). 

Kore ngapaalu nakala 

“The woman saw the man” 

In this sentence kore = anowa (that inactive thing over there) and ngapaalu = ngala  (that 
active thing over there). Examine the following untranslated sentences. Pick out the inflection 
having the doer-suffix. Now, look beneath the sentence, and you will see the two words ngala 
and ngalowa. Write the inflection with the doer-suffix in the space provided next to  ngala; 
pick out the raw stem, and write it in the space provided next to anowa. (give yourself bonus 
marks if you can translate the sentence from the word-list in the preceding section). 

 

1. Koreku maankala wakool makoro 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

2. Ngapaal wonaitu ngaraa 

 

ngala = …………………..  anowa = ………………………. 

 

3. Yantiintu biraba takaliin 
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ngala = …………………..  Anowa = ………………………. 

 

4. Wilang baiyangbaiyaang maraliin warikalu 

 

ngala = …………………..  Anowa = ………………………. 

 

5. Biyangbaitu wonai wiyaa 

 

ngala = …………………..  Anowa = ………………………. 

 

C. Translate the following sentences, either by filling out line 1 or filling out line 4. 

 

39) Wakool koreku tanan uwaan 
 

“………………………………………………………………………………” 

 

 

40) ……………………………………………………………………… 
 
“The dog ran up the hill” 

 

41) Makoro maroong takiliko 

 
“………………………………………………………………………………….” 

 

42) ……………………………………………………………………… 
 
“A seagull swam next to the canoe” 
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Answers 
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Answers to Exercise One 

A.  

Awabakal  English 

anang  this place here 

ani  that next to you 

anta  that over there 

anti  that place 

anowa  the thing at that place 

antowa  this next to me 

                  

B. Fill in the missing English words from the gaps in the third lines of the following 

Awabakal sentences. If you feel up to it, fill out the last line with a natural English sentence 
that translates the whole. [HINT: use the Example-sentences of the preceding chapter, as well 
as the preceding word-list, to work out the following exercises.] 

43) Warikal antakaring kataan 

|warikal  |anta+karing   |ka+taan 

|tame:male:dog |that:place+throughout |be+now 

“There are dogs all through that place” 

 

44) Kore anowa kauwal 

|kore |anowa  |kauwal 

|man |that:over:there |big 

“That is a big man over there” 
 

45) Balka bulwaara kataan 

|balka  |bulwaara |ka+taan 

|mountain |lofty  |be +now 

“It is a lofty mountain” 

 

46) Kore baraakalong 

|kore |baraa+kalong 

|man |downwards+distant 

“(There’s) a man way down there” 

C. Note that while (i) and (ii) can be used as independent remarks (bringing attention to  the 

object or situation mentioned) they are more phrases than full sentences. 

(i) Tunung woka     a stone up there 

 

(ii) Koolai kirai kirai     surrounded by trees 
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(iii) Kore anti kauwal kauwal    “There’re very many men here.”  

 

 

(iv) Wonta antowa baraa warikal kataan? “Where down there is the dog?” (being 
spoken about). 

 

 

Answers to Exercise Two 

A. For the following list of stems on the left, fill out the right hand blanks with the inflection 

of those stems with the doer-suffix added. 

1. Woman, wife 
Nukang     Nukangku 

2. Small Kangaroo1 

Binto      Bintoku 

3. Small Kangaroo2 

Arantaka     Arantakaku 

4. Night-time 
Tokoyi      Tokoyitu 

5. Cudgel 
Kotara     Kotaru 

6. Sweet, sweetness 
Kekal      Kekalu 

7. Wallaroo 
Walaru     Walaru 

8. Child 
Wonai      Wonaitu 

9. Wedge-tail Eagle 
Birabaan     Birabaantu 

10. Kangaroo (small, female) 
Kokeyirar     Kokeyiru 

 

B. Identifying the active participant. 

1. Koreku maankala wakool makoro 

ngala = koreku.  anowa = makoro 

“The man caught one fish” 

 

2. Ngapaal wonaitu ngaraa 

ngala = wonaitu.  anowa = ngapaal 

“The child listened to the woman” 

 

3. Yantiintu biraba takaliin 
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ngala = yantiintu  Anowa = biraba 

“Everybody ate shellfish” 

 

4. Wilang baiyangbaiyaang maraliin warikalu 

ngala = warikalu  Anowa = baiyangbaiyaang 

“The dog chased a butterfly” 

 

5. Biyangbaitu wonai wiyaa 

ngala = biyabaitu  Anowa = wonai 

“Father told the child” 

 

C. The sentences translated according to the four-line method. 

 

47) Wakool koreku tanan uwaan 
|wakool  |kore+ku |tanan  |uwa+an 
|one  |man+do |approach |move+now 
“One man is approaching” 

 

48) Balka woka warikalu maraa 

|balka |woka  |warikal+u |mara+a 
|hill |upwards |dog+do |run+PAST 
“The dog ran up the hill” 

 

49) Makoro maroong takiliko 

|makoro |maroong |ta+kiliko 
|fish |good  |eat+to:be 
“Fish are good to eat” 

 

50) Ngawuwa watabaa nauwai papai 

|ngawuwa |wataba+a |nauwai |papai 
|seagull  |swim+PAST |canoe  |near 
“A sea gull swam near the canoe” 
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Vocabulary 

Awabakal English gloss 

-abirang a suffix indicating movement away from, or from out of, the  stem to 
which it attaches. Also, e.g., koolaitabirang “(made) out of wood”. A 
consonant usually precedes it depending on the last letter of the stem 

anang thing-at-that-place away from the speaker, addressee and the location of 
dialogue 

ani this-thing nearer to the speaker than to the addressee 

anowa that-over-there: something in the immediate vicinity of the speaker and 
addressee 

anta that-place spoken of : not visible from location of dialogue 

anti this-place-here: location in which the dialogue takes place 

antowa1 that-thing next to the addressee 

antowa2 that-place-there: located within the boundaries of a larger area 

balbang wallaby (species uncertain) 

balka a mountain or hill; mountains, mountain range; hills, row of hills 

baraa downwards, down, below, beneath, underneath, etc. 

bingai elder brother; and any senior paternal cousins (the name for maternal 
cousins, if different, is not known). 

biyang Father, the name you call him; also uncles: the name for grandfather is 
not known (see ngarombai) 

biyangbai father, uncle; when spoken of. 

bulwaara high above, above; very high, a lofty place; above it all 

-emowamba the suffix used to indicate my and mine 

*ka the root of the verb ‘to be/to stay’ 

*kaara the root of the verb seek out carefully; search; inspect 

kaayi a greeting; “hello” (nearest approximation) 

karai karai all around, all around and about; around here; pervading an area 

-kalong distant; a long way away: a word-ending (suffix) meaning this 

kambal younger brother; junior cousin 

-karing throughout; all through; through: a word-ending (suffix) meaning this 

*karka the root of the verb jump 

kauwal (1) big, large; substantial; also strong force; (2) many in number 

kauwal kauwal (1) huge, immense: very big; (2) numerous; an abundance: very many 

kekal sweet; having a sweet taste; but also “sweet” sounds, appearances, 
dispositions, etc. 

Awabakal English gloss 

keyawai no, not; the general negative term in Awabakal: see koriyen 

kikoyi spotted quoll 

kinan net; as fishing nets woven by the women; also string bags 
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kirai kirai on all sides; surrounded, encircled; enveloped; bordered; bounded 

kirin pain; being in pain; being hurt; feeling ill; illness 

kokere a shelter made from sheets of bark; was soon employed to denote 
European houses and other building with the coming of European 
settlement. 

*koolaba the root of the verb meaning fish with a line 

koolai tree; also any piece or amount of wood; wood: the substance 

kooti relation, friend, guest, companion 

kore man; men 

koriyen without; a negative term that expresses the lack or absence of the word 
it immediately follows: see keyawai 

*kota the root of the verb “think”, “consider”, “speculate”, “ponder”, etc. 

kumba another day; i.e., tomorrow (verb will have future tense), or yesterday 
(verb will have past tense). 

kumbakeynta day after tomorrow 

-liin verb suffix with the sense “happening now”: Gloss code: +ing, to which 
it closely corresponds. 

-ma- verb suffix, indicating the sense of the verb-base has been caused in  
some way 

malang next to, beside (of things); close by, neighbouring (of places) 

makin as “miss”; how to address a young or unmarried woman 

makoro fish; the generic term; also for any fish as food 

*mara the root of the verb run 

marakin a young unmarried woman being spoken about 

marang inside, within, in; the interior 

maroong ‘good’, ‘pleasant’, ‘right’, ‘correct’, ‘appropriate’, ‘apt’, etc. 

marowan tame; domesticated; having a peaceful disposition 

mikan in front of, before (in position, not time or precedence) 

mulubin a sea fern: the species is not known, but it used to  grow in profusion 
around the mouth of the Hunter River and the foreshore of Newcastle 

Mulubinba Sea-fern-place: modern day Newcastle 

Awabakal English gloss 

*na the root of the verb see 

nakang stingless native bee 

-nan verb suffix indicating future tense: Gloss code: +future 

ngaan Who? question word for asking about people, especially if not in sight 

ngaanke Who? question word to ask about a specific person (especially one 
within sight). 

ngaba yes; indeed; of course; I agree; you’re right; etc. 

ngala That:over:there; the counterpart of anowa when the thing at issue is 
spoken about being active in a relation or situation. 
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ngali This:near:me; the counterpart of ani when the thing at issue is sp oken 
about being active in a relation or situation 

ngalowa That:near:you; the counterpart of antowa when the thing at issue is 
spoken about being active in a relation or situation. 

ngapaal woman; women (but not wife or relative: see nukang) 

*ngara the root of the verb hear, listen, understand, believe, obey 

ngaro earlier; older; before; first; eldest son; also Elder (as intimate term of 
address). Possibly the word for grand-parent 

ngarombai old man, see ngaro and -bai; possibly the word for grandfather 

ngarongeyn old woman; see ngaro and -bai; possibly the word for grandmother 

ngatowa I, used when the speaker speaks of him or herself with special emphasis, 
as when introducing him or herself, or acknowledging a question ‘who?’ 
Gloss code: I 

ngawuwa sea gull 

*ninga the root of the verb ‘play’, ‘sport’, ‘frolic’, etc. 

*ninmi the root of the verb seize, capture, 

nginowa See you later, an expression of farewell with a sense approaching “until 
we meet again”. 

ngintowa You, used when the speaker speaks of the singular addressee with 
special emphasis, as when introducing him or her, or acknowledging 
him or her with special emphasis or ceremony; Gloss code: You 

ngirin Elder sister; as term of address; also for eldest daughter. 

ngirinbai eldest daughter; can also be used to denote an elder sister or cousine 

ngorokaan morning; sunrise, dawn 

nukang woman, especially, a wife or female relative 

papai near (of places) 

parai country, one’s own home-country or territory 

Awabakal English gloss 

*ta the root of the verb eat 

-ta a word ending (suffix) that adds a sense of definiteness; and which 
connects one word in a sentence to another: see Example-13 in  Lesson 
One 

-taan present tense suffix (word-ending) with the sense now; generally the 
situation described has to be true at the time of speech and still 
somehow relevant to the context of the speech 

taiyool youngest son 

*talba the root of the verb flee, escape (from), run very fast 

tanan approaching; auxiliary verb of *uwa 

tankaan Mother; both as a term of address and when she is spoken of; the 
reference includes aunties 

tanowa soon; presently; in due course (if soon) 

tibin bird, the generic term; also the word for bird meat as food 
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-toowara a suffix indicating that something is in the result of some change of 
state: e.g., ‘wiyatoowara’ = “a speech act” 

*tulu the root of the verb “kick” 

tulyebota an invented word to mean the game of ‘football’; see * tulu, -ye  and 
-bota 

tunung A stone, a rock; stone, rock as a substance 

-u the doer suffix; it is attached to stems to indicate that the thing named 
by the stem acts to do something. It is typically preceded by a consonant 
depending on the last letter of the stem. 

*uma the root of the verb do, make 

-umba the suffix meaning “belongs to” or “of” for a person’s name, the word of 
a relative and the question word ‘who’ (i.e., ngaanumba = whose?) 

*uwa the root of the verb move, travel. 

waita depart; auxiliary verb of *uwa 

warikal (1) tame, male, native dog; (2) general term for dogs of any type 

-wil verb suffix meaning “may”, “maybe”, “so as to”. 

wilang being behind, trailing behind, lagging; following, tracking 

wilangbo returns; go back to starting point. 

-wilkowa verb suffix; a stronger form of -wil, meaning “in order to”, “for the 
purpose of” 

*wiya the root of the verb speak, talk, tell (see next) 

wiya Say, in the sense like “Say, how about we…” or “Say, is that…?” 

woka upwards, up, up there, up here; above, over, 

Awabakal English gloss 

*wolati the root of the verb “meet” 

wonkal foolish; a foolish person; act or behaviour. 

wonta Where? the question-word asking for location 

wontakal Where from man? The question asking for the origin of a  male person 
or animal 

wontakaleyn Where from woman? The question asking for the origin of a female 
person or animal 

*wubei the root of the verb put or place, leave something somewhere 

wungan younger sister; as term of address; also non-eldest daughter 

wunganbai younger sister, non-eldest daughter, when spoken of 

wungara young unmarried male (having passed 1st initiation) 

yareya evening 

yinaal a son 

yinaalkan a daughter 

yirar leaf; leaves; foliage 

yitera What:called? A question word asking for the name of somebody or 
something 
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yiterabul Called+name, a word expressing “it’s name is” to followed by the name 
of something or somebody. 

yulo sole of the foot (human or animal); soles etc. 

yulota a footprint, or set of tracks 
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Glossary of Technical Terms 

ADJECTIVE: Words that describes some feature of another word, called a NOUN. In 
English adjectives come before the nouns they add descriptive features to. In  
Awabakal, adjectives follow their nouns. 

e.g. This abbreviation stands for exempli gratia and is used to introduce an 
example of some sort. 

i.e. This abbreviation stands for id est, means “that is” and is used to introduce an 
explanation of something that has just been written. 

NOUN: A noun is a naming word; a noun names something: physical things, “things” 
as events or abstract “things”. 

POINTER-WORD: A pointer word is one that gives information about place (location) and 
position (relative placement) or direction. 

STEM A stem is the shortest form of a NOUN, ADJECTIVE or POINTER-WORD; that is,  
it is a word that has no SUFFIXES attached to it. See also VERB-BASE. 

SUFFIX A suffix is a component that attaches to a STEM or VERB-BASE.  

VERB: Words that describe actions, activities, events or of being in such and such a 
condition. 

VERB-BASE The part of the verb carrying its sense, and which do not occur by themselves 
in speech. In Awabakal VERBS have one or more suffixes indicating tense or 
mood and person and number.  

WORD A term used to refer to a whole item in a sentence. In the sentence examples 
used in this booklet whole WORDS are indicated by placing a pipe symbol ‘|’ 
before it in the second line of the multi-line example. So, when reading the 
second lines of the examples, words are broken up into STEMS or VERB-
BASES and various suffixes (joined together using a ‘+’ sign). 

WORD-ROOT A term used to refer indifferently to either a STEM or VERB-BASE. 

 






